In 2019 we empowered more people than ever to catalyze social justice through service and Allyship!

**ALLYSHIP**
- Over 2,000 allies trained
- Hosted our inaugural national Allyship Summit
- Soft-launched our virtual training

**SERVICE**
- Over 1,000 hours served at 15 nonprofits in the DC metro region
- Graduated 4th Fellowship class of leading allies

**PARTNERSHIPS**
- Partnered with 4 organizations to lead deeper Allyship journeys
- Led race-equity training series
- Supported development of organizational Allyship roadmaps

**PROJECTS INCLUDE:**
Impact evaluation, program development, partnership and coalition development, strategic planning, and grant-writing.

**99% OF PARTICIPANTS**
feel that they learned effective tools to exercise Allyship and plan to commit to a lifestyle of Allyship.

This was a true balance of philosophy and action and inspired me to believe shared humanity is possible.

This was an incredible experience for me, given that I not only got to manage a project...but also learn so much about an organization whose goal I am very passionate about, and develop relationships in the nonprofit world.

I appreciate the tools to identify and to call out white-dominant culture, and to improve my ability to chip away at those systems.

SEE WHERE WE TRAINED ALLIES THIS YEAR

#TOOINSPIREDTOBETIRED!